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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
The Morrocco Institute

This session will present a presentation of the Morrocco Institute.

Joel Nassif

Freshmen in FLCS

Programs, services, and initiatives since the program began.

This workshop is an overview of UNM's Transfer UNM's Transfer Initiative: Ease the Transition

This session is an introduction to MA and MPA.

New Mexico State University - College of Business, MA

Opening Session

Registration & Poster Boards

NEW MEXICO
THE UNIVERSITY OF

ADVISORS INSTITUTE - SPRING 2008
MA, LNM, ITLE & DREC
Drs. R.J. and J.R. "Tom" Grzybowski, President and Senior Campus Chancelors
Drs. R.E. and C.E. Smith, Presidents of the LNM, ITLE, and DREC campuses

Student Panel

Luncheon

Read the discussion which is open to all academic advisors.

Roundtable discussion will offer an exchange of best practices.

Best Teaching Practices in the School of...

major students

Customizing a Career Plan

and Fall 2008.

work with incoming freshmen during summer 2008.

New ITLE, CSS and Fall 2008

from LNM branch campuses.

Inform students of upcoming initiatives and changes.

help students achieve their dreams of continuing education.

Learn about the branch campuses and how they work

Visit the branch campuses and learn about their programs.

Roundtable discussion of LNM branch campuses.

Stop initiatives

Learn more about the institution and student life at LNM. This session

intended to make it easier for you to find and use relevant

NEW MEXICO
THE UNIVERSITY OF
ADVISORS INSTITUTE - SPRING 2008
Scholarships

explore requirements to receive and opportunities in pursuing the bridge and lottery scholarships. We will inform advisors about the various scholarships available. The intent of the workshop is to have productive discussion.

Alex Chambler

STARRS will be shared. You will receive National Leader and data from various studies. You must understand the student data and lesson planning issues for refreshers and sharing over a new place can be a challenge for you.

Laura E. Valadez

Students in Transition

Spanish and Portuguese classes. You know about S1, the more successful your students get an over by a much. Come learn about the changes so changing how students are placed in Spanish and Portuguese at your institution will be.

Spanish and Portuguese Advisement Updates

Do you know what S1 means for? Do you know why Student and Students? Do you know why advisors need to send students to S1? David

Top 10 Reasons to Send Students to S1

New Mexico

The University Of

Advisors Institute: Spring 2008
Closing Session

Resources available for them.
Growing access to undocumented students and
This workshop will give an overview of the laws
Admissions Considerations: Access, Transfer, and Financial Aid
Students in Higher Education
Living the American Dream: Undocumented

Understanding the International Process for
presentations.
Here are interested in knowing about the presentation.
Admissions: The methods are used to all advisors
Training for advisors that will be assessing UCAC during

UCAC Admissions Training

Advising Student Athletes
These requirements and the issues that come with
All University advisors have a better understanding of
Progress reports and degree completion is important that
Ensure that all student athletes are meeting the NCAA
undergraduate student athletes is becoming more challenging

Heather Y. Higa

Research Guest at UNM Undergraduate Research &

Advisors Institute - SPRING 2008

The University of New Mexico